Jennifer Luner has served Unit 143 during most of the last two decades. She is
closing on her second 9-year period as a member of the Unit Board.
If I were to list every service to Unit 143 worth mentioning, we would have a
significant game delay. Here are only a few of the reasons Jennifer is being
honored today.
In her early years on the Board, Jennifer was involved with datebook production.
She still proofreads that document. For 10 years, she coordinated North American
Pairs and Grand National Teams as well as St Louis Knockouts and Bragging
Rights matches vs. Kansas City. She was president of the unit in 2006-07.
Last year she adapted an ACBL document aimed at new duplicate players, which
has been added to our new members’ packet. During our week-long regional,
Jennifer produces the Daily Bulletin. She gathers Bulletin material for months in
advance. During the regional, each night after 11 PM, Jennifer adds and formats
that day’s results and winners’ pictures. Then she gets it to the printer. All this so
that players can pick up a Daily Bulletin the next morning.
But what has taken most of her time and energy for the Unit has been her position
as webmaster. Jennifer was part of the original web design team along with Sheryl
Finkenstadt, Andy Finkenstadt, and Milt Zlatic. Through her efforts Ask the
Experts became a feature. Club schedules and results are posted. There is an
online directory. Information about directors and bridge teachers can be found on
the website. The Mini McKinney and Ace of Clubs standings are accessible.
Quoting from an article by Mary Dolan in the District 8 Advocate in 2013, I can
find no better way to sum up:
We take our website for granted. We look up game results and compare scores.
We check game schedules and receive notification about special events. We find
out about members’ masterpoint milestones. We read obituaries. We post
comments. We take it all for granted, not realizing the time and talent required to
develop and maintain a website like this.
Thank you, Jennifer, for all you have given us.

